
  



 Terms & Conditions  BAUT B.V. 
  
On all agreements and delivered services by (BAUT B.V., hereafter named ‘Restaurant BAUT’) are 
the Uniform Conditions for the Hotel and Catering Industry  (UVH) applicable. Additionally the 
below named terms and conditions enclosed by the definitions of article 1 UVH.  
Article 1 Proposal/Offer  
This proposal/offer has an expiration period of 7 days. The proposal/offer expires if it is not being 
answered by the named expiration period in written.  
Article 2 Dietary restrictions / Allergies 
In case of dietary restrictions and/or allergies regarding the food and/or drinks served we ask to be 
informed promptly yet we need to be informed a week prior the event/reservation. If the notice of 
a dietary restrictions/ allergies becomes later than one week prior the event/reservation, 
Restaurant BAUT endeavours to take the restrictions in mind.  
 
Article 3 Payment terms 
The payment is done in two terms.   
Term 1: After receiving the proposal/offer signed in return a pre-payment of 100% of the total offer 
worth will be sent out. After settling the pre-payment the reservation can be considered as 
definite. As long as the pre-payment is not fulfilled we will be allowed to cancel the reservation at 
any time.  
Term 2:  After the event the second term of the payment needs to be fulfilled (remaining amount). 
This bill can be settled in cash, debit/credit card or by invoice.  
Article 4 Changes in amount of participants  
The proposal/offer is based on the given participants. This amount can be changed till 1 week prior 
the event/reservation. If the amount of participants differ (less or more) from the informed amount 
we will calculate those on the final invoice.  
Article 5 Cancellation  
For cancellations after the first payment term the following costs will be in order;  
 
Cancellation within 31 days prior the event:  50% of the pre -payment  
Cancellation within 7 days prior the event:  100% of the pre-payment  
A cancellation needs to be declared in written. If the cancellation is declared by phone, we kindly 
ask you to also confirm in written.  
Other:  
1. During the event the customer is obliged to make use of our catering service.  
2. Children fall under the responsibility of the parents/ guardians.  
3. All interior damage caused by the client or his guests will be invoiced by the client.   
4. If the client or his guests misbehave in opinion of our employee than our personnel is allowed to 
end the event. In case the client is not permitted to ask for restitution on already paid or still to 
paid invoices.    
5. Restaurant BAUT is liable for loss/stealing of your personal belonging or injuries.   


